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ABSTRACT

Conventional clad core fiber optic technology has relied on a concentric structure of glass
of different refraction indices. These conventional fibers suffer from constraints and limitations
related to thermal expansion compatibility between the core and the glass. The new fiber
technology broadly characterized as Microstructured Optic Fibers (MOFs) is intended to lift the
limitations of conventional clad core fibers and also extend the range of application of fiber
optics. Photonic Cristal Fibers(PCFs) are a special family of Microstructured Optic Fibers
characterized by the presence of holes in the cross section of the fiber that are organized in a
hexagonal pattern. In order to manufacture these fibers, a preform with the same cross section
has to be prepared which can later be drawn into fiber. For such complex geometry, glass
extrusion at a viscosity higher than that for extrusion of solid glass preforms has proven to give
better results.

Despite these merits, the numerical modeling of the extrusion of glass at high viscosity
has not received much attention in the literature. Thus, in order to study the extrusion of PCF
performs at high viscosity, investigation of the extrusion of a solid glass preform must be
considered first.

To establish the valid assumptions to model glass extrusion at high viscosity, a numerical
study of solid rod extrusion was performed and validated based on five experimental cases. This
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study highlighted the importance of including friction effects to validate both the value of ram
force and die swell. Since the Navier law is the most widely used friction law in the extrusion
literature and has been identified as a key parameter required in modeling, the ring compression
test was adapted to obtain the Navier friction coefficient from standard ring compression test
data. In addition to the identification of the essential modeling choices base on experimental
data, a sensitivity analysis was performed on extrusion parameters for both viscous and
viscoelastic material to establish a general idea of the effect and relationships that governs the
extrusion process. The results from this study correlate with several experimental observations.

Based on the same assumptions that were validated for solid rod extrusion, the
numerical modeling of extrusion of PCF preforms was performed using two Blockage geometries.
The model was validated for both Blockages qualitatively based on a preform showing a
significantly deformed cross section. To investigate the creation and the distortion of the holes of
PCF preforms, a sensitivity analysis was also performed using both Blockages. To quantify and
interpret the distortion data the implementation of several algorithms and mathematical
methods were developed. In addition, other tools were developed to provide a way to alter the
Blockage geometry in order to improve the geometric quality of the preform. An example of this
alteration was carried out.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I.1. PREFORM EXTRUSION: SCOPE AND STATE OF THE ART
Though very important in modern technology, the principles of light guidance for fiber
optics were established long ago. Initially, fiber optics applications were extremely limited due to
the inability to control power attenuation, i.e., the loss of the intensity of the signal as the wave
travels through the fiber. However in the past few decades several technological advances have
promoted this technology to the leading position it now has in modern technology. Optic fiber
research has benefited from several advances in broad areas of engineering. Enhanced control of
the material composition has led to a significant reduction of the power attenuation, while the
development of new manufacturing techniques has allowed the use of a wider range of materials
with a variety of novel fiber architectures. These developments have extended the application of
fiber optics beyond light guidance and data transfer to use in commutation, signal amplification,
real time sensing, among others.
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A.PCF cross section

B.MOF Wagon wheel
cross section

C. Core cladding fiber cross
section

Figure I-1. Fiber cross section:(a, b) Microstructured optical fibers (MOFs) [1-2], (c)Core/clad
fiber[23].

Modern glass fibers are made using several glass types, such as lead silica [3-5] bismuth
[1-2], telluride [6-10] and fluoride [11]. To enhance their optical guidance properties, optic fiber
can be drawn with a complex geometry in the cross section [1-4], such as multi-rings, nano fiber
and exposed core fiber, which makes manufacturing them more challenging. In general fiber light
guidance is achieved by creating a variation of the refractive index between the fiber core and
the cladding; core and cladding materials have generally similar chemical composition with
differences due to doping elements [12] to create a difference in the refractive index. Despite its
apparent simplicity, this technique has several limitations related to material compatibility at the
core and cladding interface which limits the range of its exploitation. These fiber are usually
referred to as core/clad fibers. Microstructured Optical Fibers (MOF) [1], however, relaxes this
constraint since a single material is used for the entire cross section [13]. In addition, the optical
properties of these fibers can be modified by simply adjusting the geometrical configuration.
Examples of a core/clad fiber and an MOF are presented in Figure I-1. Application of this
technology includes:

2

•

A broader range of numerical apertures than conventional ﬁbers.

•

A large effective areas for high power light transport and generation [14],

•

A tight conﬁnement of light for the production of strong nonlinear effects [15].

•

A possibility of endless single-mode guidance [16],

•

A possibility of control properties such as dispersion and birefringence [17].

While polymer fibers are increasingly present in consumer based applications, glass fibers
dominate in the high-end optic fiber applications.

Optic fibers are generally made from separately manufactured glass preforms with a
diameter on the order of centimeters, drawn to a long fiber of much smaller cross section on the
order of microns. Today, extrusion has become a procedure of choice for manufacturing the glass
preforms used for both core/clad and MOFs. The interest of computational modeling of the flow
behavior during extrusion has been considered for these and other applications. The focus of this
study is extrusion of glass preforms used to create MOFs at relatively high viscosity (107.5 – 109
Pa·s). The current study examines several aspects of this process including a study on the correct
assumptions for extrusion at high viscosity, as well as the impact of processing and material input
parameters on the results. Emphasis on the current study is the prediction of die-swell, and more
generally, on the distortion of the entire cross section of a preform with a pattern of holes.

The selection of a computational approach to modeling extrusion of glass at high
viscosity involves several considerations, such as the geometry of the die, flow behavior at the
die/glass interface, as well as the material behavior of glass. As it will be detailed later in the
literature review, the study of extrusion of glass preforms at high viscosity involves a
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reexamination of several assumptions that are generally used in comparable processes. For
instance, extrusion has been widely explored for different models of linear and nonlinear low
viscous polymers [18-22]. The modeled dies are usually composed of only a cylindrical reservoir
with a straight channel. While these dies may be suitable for the study of a large range of
polymer behaviors, the lack of geometric smoothness makes them less appropriate for highly
viscous glass applications.

In the case of glass extrusion, however, the estimation of the die-swell as well as the ram
force and speed are usually performed using simplified analytical models [23-24]. However at
typical extrusion temperatures the mechanical behavior of glass is viscoelastic [25] and simplified
material models sometimes fail to predict accurately the physical process. At the range of
viscosity considered, glass has been treated and modeled differently depending on the required
precision and goal of the study [26-32]. Hence, viscoelasticity and compressibility have been
sometimes but not always taken into account [26-38].

Moreover, concerning the die/glass interface conditions, a no-slip or “sticking” boundary
condition is a dominant assumption often made within the context of Newtonian flow [18, 2022]. This assumption is justified for a low viscosity range of the fluid and a low We number.
However, in several cases, the possibility of slipping between the material and the die becomes
increasingly relevant and should be considered [39-41]. In some studies a slipping condition has
been considered to relieve numerical instability [42]. Factors that can signal the presence of slip
include presence of several phases of capillary flow, the spurt phenomenon, shark skin, time
dependent ram force for viscous flow and resemblance to plug flow in severe cases. Slip was
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fundamentally addressed in 1931 by Mooney [43] who developed mathematical ways to detect
and estimate the slip velocity for several configurations.

Contrary to the polymer literature, computational simulations of glass extrusion are
limited, although some important studies exist [44, 45]. Generally the glass is used at a high
temperature above the glass transition temperature (Tg), where viscous behavior and sticking
boundary conditions are justified [46, 44, 47]. At a temperature near Tg, also referred to as the
super cooled liquid region, glass has a relatively high viscosity that can be modeled as a linear
viscoelastic solid depending on the manufacturing procedure time scale [25, 30], as in lens
molding. Extrusion of glass at these temperatures is comparable to the lens molding process. In
such conditions frictional sliding between the glass and the mold/die has been shown to occur
[33, 48].

In this study, a literature review is carried out to address different aspects related to
numerical modeling of glass extrusion, high viscous glass processing as well as glass slip modeling
in both the solid and rheology literature. The study focuses first on studying the different
approaches of numerical modeling of the process and examines the validity of a few basic
assumptions such as no-slip. A sensitivity analysis is then carried out to investigate the influence
of the extrusion parameters for both the viscous and viscoelastic cases. In both analyses the
entire die shape [49] of the die is modeled. However, in the viscous case two dies are examined
to study the dependence of the results on the die geometry. In a second step, the computational
extrusion of Photonic crystal fiber (PCF) preform is demonstrated and compared to the
experimental data for 2 different Blockage geometries. A sensitivity analysis is then carried out to
investigate the influence of the extrusion parameters for both Blockage geometries. A set of
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variable and mathematical tools to describe and interpret the shape change of the preform is
performed. Finally, based on these results, two step alterations of the Blockage geometry are
tested to reduce the deformation of the holes.

I.2. MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVE
Waveguide-loss, which is a power loss experienced by the guided signal at the fiber exit,
is a persistent problem when applying traditional manufacturing methods to the processing of
Chalcogenide photonic-crystal fibers (PCFs). Unlike regular glasses, Chalcogenide glasses are not
based on silica, their composition is a mixture of chalcogen elements (sulphur, selenium, and
tellurium) and other elements such as arsenic, germanium, antimony, or gallium. From a
manufacturing perspective, Chalcogenide glasses are very challenging. Nevertheless, compared
to silica glasses, they offer several interesting optical properties such as:

•

A transmission window that extends far into the infrared (IR) spectral region.

•

An extremely high nonlinear refractive-index coefficient that can be two or three orders
of magnitude greater than that of silica.
Making PCFs out of chalcogenide glass could be used to serve a number of highly

nonlinear optical purposes.
To manufacture these PCFs, a preform that will lead to the targeted final cross section is
drawn into a long fiber. The resulting fiber generally preserves the preform cross section
geometric pattern at a smaller scale.
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The first silica PCFs were made based on "stack and draw" technique. Though this
method was widely used on silica PCF, it is poorly suited to chalcogenide glasses. It generates low
quality PCFs marked by a great presence of bubbles, refractive-index variation and significant
scattering losses.

Ram

Billet
(30-50mm Diameter,
30-70mm Height)

Billet

Heat
(50 – 650°C)
Die channel
(1-30mm Diameter,
4-10mm Height)

Die_

Funnel

Extruded preform

Thermocouple

Figure I-2. Schematic of extrusion setup and process [23].

The casting method was adopted as an alternative option to overcome the limitations of
the former method. To imprint a hexagonal lattice structure within the preform, a silica mold
fitted with silica capillaries is used. A glass rod is then allowed to melt on top of the mold inside a
silica ampoule. After the end of the cooling stage, the silica capillaries are removed by applying a
hydrofluoric acid solution. While making fiber out of casing has shown some success in producing
PCFs, it still suffers from limitations related to the mismatch of the thermal expansion of
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chalcogenide and silica, which limits the possibility of a known geometrical outcome. It also
involves the use of chemicals that might contaminate the glass at the drawing stage if not
carefully removed.
Extrusion is another valuable alternative to casting; it provides more geometric flexibility
and better surface quality. Extrusion is carried out at high viscosity. The process consists of
forcing a glass billet of a large diameter through a constriction carefully designed to improve the
flow conditions. The glass then passes through a die channel and finally the die exit (Figure I-2,
Figure I-3.a, b). To imprint a hexagonal lattice or any other type of geometrical pattern, the die is
fitted with an extra component named “Blockage” placed at the entrance of the channel (Figure
I-3.c).This additional component adds complexity to the flow and splits the channel into two
compartments. The leading compartment is a pattern of relatively long feeding holes designed to
support a pattern of pins. These pins are arranged to imprint a hexagonal lattice within the
preform at the subsequent compartment known as “the welding chamber.” The complexity of
the flow leads to a pattern of holes within the preform that is not exactly the negative of the pins.
A precise pattern of holes in the preform is required, so an understanding of the flow
mechanisms that lead to changes in the cross-section is desired. In other words, given the
geometry of the Blockage in the die, it is required to use computational modeling to predict the
final geometry of the preform.
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B. Curved funnel die

A. Tapered funnel die

C. PCF die

Feeding hole

Channel
length
Channel Diameter

Channel

Channel
length
Channel Diameter

Die
Blockage
Welding chamber

Channel

Pin
Feeding hole

Figure I-3. Schematics of die profiles in axial direction (top) and transverse direction
(bottom) for dies with a tapered (a) or curved (b) funnel to extrude rods, and for a die
(c). with multiple feed holes to extrude a preform with 3 rings of holes [23].

Die-swell is one of the most commonly experienced phenomena associated wit extrusion.
It designates the increase in diameter of the resulting preform at the die exit, which is primarily
caused by rearrangement of the velocity field. While an increase of the diameter of the cross
section of a solid circular preform is not of major consequence, for the case of a PCF preform, the
shape of the holes and their positions are affected severely by this same phenomenon (Figure
VII-2.A).
The prediction of the final geometry of the cross section of an extruded fiber optic
preform is the main topic of this research. This study starts by covering the numerical modeling of
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extrusion from several aspects. Due to the lack of literature covering extrusion of super cooled
liquids, the basic assumptions typically used to model this process will be examined, followed by
a sensitivity analysis that will cover the influence of the extrusion parameters depending on the
assumptions used. Finally, the extrusion of PCFs preform is studied and treated for possible
optimization aspects.

I.3. SUMMARY OF APPROACH: NUMERICAL MODELING AND CHOICE OF APPROACH
Two computational finite element software packages have been used in this study:
ABAQUS and POLYFLOW. Both have strengths and weaknesses. For the current extrusion
problem, the strength of ABAQUS is the ability to handle time and temperature dependent
thermo-mechanical material properties. The strength of POLYFLOW is its database of rheological
material and slipping models and its ability to follow the free surface at a low numerical cost.

The range of viscosity of glass involved in the extrusion processes considered in this study
are high enough to allow the glass to be treated within the scope of solid mechanics using a
Lagrangian framework. At the start of the project the focus was on ABAQUS due to its ability to
handle the time dependence of the thermo-mechanical material properties of glass. As shown in
the next section, this strength was used to study the importance of structural relaxation, i.e., time
history dependent thermal expansion, on the shape change of a cross section of a preform with
holes. While ABAQUS offers several frameworks designed to cope with and correct for severe
mesh deformation such as Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian framework (ALE) and Coupled EulerianLagrangian (CEL) to handle the actual extrusion process, these and other approaches were tested
for the current extrusion application with limited success. An Eulerian approach based on
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rheology was tested and determined to be more suited to this task, and as such, the software
POLYFLOW was selected for the computational modeling.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

II.1.

NUMERICAL MODELING OF GLASS

While computational modeling has been applied to many glass forming processes, glass
molding has received the most attention. Applications for glass molding cover a variety of
products ranging from TV sets and bottles to lenses and fibers. While the required precession is
different, the numerical techniques are quite similar. Indeed numerical modeling depends more
on factors like the required precision, the deformation rate, and the target of study (like residual
stresses, birefringence, or lens profile deviation).

In his paper “A review of research in numerical simulation for the glass pressing process,”
M. Brown [1] went through 72 research papers where he detailed the most important aspects of
glass numerical simulation, which are glass flow, heat transfer and residual stress. According to
this extensive review, glass numerical modeling acquired the attention of the industry in the mideighties with the development of IFORM, which was developed through a partnership among
several leaders in the glass industry. This software has evolved to become a glass modeling suite,
named ELFEN GD and includes several modules such as IFORM. Brown reported that the
important software for glass modeling include DEFORM, IFORM and POLYFLOW, with PLOYFLOW
having the widest use within the industry.
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In most of the work reviewed in [1], which focuses primarily on high temperature
applications, glass behavior was assumed to be incompressible and purely viscous and the inertia
forces were negligible compared to the viscous forces. Basically, the glass was modeled as fluid
with velocity degrees of freedom. The only solid based approach reported was by Olaf Op den
Camp et al. [2]. In several studies, the choice of viscous fluid modeling is driven by the fact that
inorganic glass melts, unlike polymer melts which have been studies extensively, have a fairly
wide range of strain-rate independent behavior and a steep temperature dependency as
illustrated by the Fulcher equation [3],



  =  + 



(IIII-1)

where , ,  are constants experimentally determined. Moreover, glass processing
temperatures are usually chosen to avoid major viscoelastic material behavior. In addition, for
most applications the full modeling of viscoelastic affects is typically not justified. Exceptions
include precision lens molding where dimensional tolerance is a critical consideration [4] and,
according to M. Brown [1], studies of residual stress which require more sophisticated material
models. In these studies it can be required to include several degrees of complexity such as
viscoelastic material behavior, bulk incompressibility [5] as well as temperature dependent
material behavior [6-8] and structural relaxation [9]. The interest in residual stresses comes from
their impact on glass quality, the undesirable presence of birefringence for optical applications
and the possibility of cracking. The presence of residual stresses is created during the cooling
phase, where the glass exhibits complex thermal strain and viscoelastic behavior due to the nonuniform temperature distribution and the slow reactivity of the glass to the cooling high rate.
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In recent years precision lens molding has provided the glass molding industry with new
manufacturing and computational modeling challenges. One key issue is accounting for the lens
profile deviation, which is the difference between the mold shape and the final shape of the lens,
given that dimensional tolerance is critical in precision optics. This process is a promise of a fast
production tool for aspherical lenses. However due to the required high precision, every aspect of
the process, including the material properties of glass, could influence the outcome. An
important feature of precision lens molding is that the range of glass viscosity [10] involved in this
process (10.! − 10# $%. &) is relatively higher than the viscosity values typically treated in the
glass molding literature. As such, this viscosity range falls in the same interval of the extrusion
process present in the current study. Due to this particular case of low temperature/high
viscosity, it is possible that the glass viscoelastic behavior can no longer be neglected in numerical
simulations. From the lens molding literature, an example of this is given by Jain et al [19] where
the glass deviatoric stress is modeled with a single Maxwell element. A cylinder compression test
was used to evaluate the friction and the viscosity of the glass [10-11], while light scattering was
used to evaluate the Young’s modulus. In a second paper Jain et al [12] use a viscoelastic material
and structural relaxation to model the lens molding cooling phase. In another study Jain et al [13]
have presented a similar model with a generalized Maxwell model and structural relaxation for
stress relaxation during the lens forming process

Glass viscoelasticity was further considered by Na et al [14] in their study of birefringence
in optical glass lenses. The optical glass was modeled using four Maxwell elements; in addition,
given that a displacement based FEM model was used, it was possible to explicitly adopt an
elastic bulk behavior. Using a similar approach, Sellier et al [15] have coupled an optimizer with a
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lens model analysis to target a specific lens shape; the glass was treated as viscoelastic with
elastic bulk behavior and glass structural relaxation was implemented as well. An expansion of
this modeling was performed by Ananthasayanam et al where a lens shape sensitivity analysis
was performed using viscoelastic bulk behavior [4, 16].

Though a majority of the studies in the literature make use of linear viscoelastic behavior,
there are still a few lens molding studies performed using a viscous material model [17] and also
nonlinear viscosity [18]; the material properties and the friction behavior were both obtained
from a cylinder compression test. In many of these studies, the cylinder compression [10, 18, 11,19], ring compression [4] and the light scattering [10] test are used to either evaluate the
material properties or extract the contact properties.

Recent progress on fiber optic research has triggered the need to extrude glass preforms
at higher viscosity as optic fiber research shifted toward non silica glass types. In the late 90’s,
Seddon and Funiss, published two studies [20-21], in which they described an extrusion method
coupled with die design optimization to make tube and core/clad preforms for multi and monomode fiber. Both studies were conducted with similar equipment at the relatively high viscosity
of 108 Pa·s. However, the first study exposed the major reasons to select extrusion at the super
liquid zone to make preforms for this type of application and glass. In 2005 a similar study was
carried out by E.T.Y. Lee et al [22] using two die assemblies to coextrude glasses with dissimilar
thermal properties. Due to optical property requirements, a variety of glass types were treated
[20- 21,23]. High viscosity extrusion was required due to severe crystallization at high
temperatures as well as composition instability. Though the technique of co-extrusion may be
adjusted to accommodate the material properties of the different glass type combinations, and
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though this technique works on single step core clad extrusion and provides several advantages
over the classical methods [20], it suffers from major limitations such as the lack of control of the
evolution [23] of the clad core diameter ratio and issues related to material behavior mismatch,
such as the coefficient of thermal expansion that could lead to fracture.

Microstructured optical fiber (MOF) added flexibility to fiber design and opened the way
for a new field of application for optical fibers. Nevertheless, the introduction of this fiber
technology has increased the complexity of extrusion and fiber drawing as well. There have been
several studies on manufacturing and performance of these fibers [24,25, 26, 27, 28], but few
details of the manufacturing procedure have been presented.

There have been a few experimental and theoretical studies of glass extrusion conducted
within the past few decades. Typically these studies made use of silica glass, the focus being the
extrusion of glass in a viscous state far from possible viscoelastic behavior (from 103 to 107 Poise).
Such a study has been performed in 1971. Based on experimental data, Roeder [29] presented
several important relations between the extrusion parameters, many of which were linear such
as the case for silica glass. At a large window of pressure silica extrusion behaves linearly for
some nickel–based alloy dies. Electro graphite dies were used as well and though empirical
relations between the extrusion parameters were established, these relations have no
fundamental basis. It was also noted that for these extrusion conditions the die-swell for alkali
lime silica was independent of the ram speed. The low range of viscosity was marked by the
presence of nonlinear behavior at extreme pressure. While these experiments were conducted at
relatively high temperature, it was later shown by [26] that some of these relations still hold for
higher viscosity.
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Later in 1989, Egel-Hess and Roeder [30] presented another study of die-swell. This time
the viscosity treated was considerably higher (107.05 Pa·s), although it still lies outside the super
cooled liquid window. The experimental part of the study highlighted the presence of maximum
die-swell reached at a critical die length ratio (for cylindrical preform a 14% of the diameterincrease was noted). Below this critical value, lower die-swell were observed. However, for a
matter of flow stability short channel lengths are seldom used. According to this study, lower
glass-die friction could be achieved by using self-lubricant material and a few other non-selflubricated materials. This reduces the die-swell and could lead to die-swell smaller than what
would occur for the case of extrusion through a knife edge opening. The choice of glass
composition was reported to have no influence on the friction. Though the authors reported the
presence of “a thin reaction layer” that sticks on the die wall, Coulomb friction was used to
interpret several aspects of the process. Authors have also considered a numerical study to assist
their experimental data and imperial interpretations.

Another interesting study on extrusion was performed by Y. Yue et al [38]; contrary to
the more conventional studies, extrusion was used to estimate viscosity in the rage of 105 to 107..5
Pa·s. The extrusion was carried out using a regular (no funnel) die, and it was based on several
assumptions like the predominance of the effect of Poiseuille flow on the channel region and on
the ram force. In 2012, Ebendorff-Heidepriem et al [26] presented a detailed experimental and
analytical study of the basic assumptions used to estimate ram speed, applied ram force and
viscosity for regular rod and microstructured preform with a hexagonal pattern of several circular
holes. The study included several experimental results and showed several linear correlations of a
number of extrusion variables. While these assumptions appear to oversimplify the problem, the
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results show reasonable agreement with viscosity estimations in the literature. In this study
several assumptions made by Y. Yue et al [31] were applied even though the range of viscosity
was considerably higher (from 107 to 109 Pa·s). In this study it was also mentioned that a
fluctuation of the flow rate could impact the die-swell [26].

Regardless of the viscosity range and despite the complexity of the geometry of the new
fiber [34-36], recent theoretical models for glass extrusion are typically processed using very
simple assumptions. For example, the calculation of the extrusion force is performed based on a
simplified figure of die using an adaptation of Poisseuille flow [26, 31]. In these studies the
mathematical formulas relating the ram force, the ram speed, some aspects of the die shape and
the viscosity were established for a number of dies. These relations were verified by experimental
data. Details of such a study are presented below.

Assuming that the flow in the channel follows a Poisseille Law [30], and assuming that the
extrusion pressure P is dominated by flow in the channel region, the pressure P is given by:
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Where 6 is the channel length, 7is the channel diameter  is the viscosity of the glass,
 is the billet section area, 8 is ram speed and 9 is the flow rate. This relation shows that the
steady state value of the extrusion pressure P is proportional to the viscosity and the flow rate,
with the proportionality constant given by :;<= . Given this linear relation ship, :;<= could be
measured experimentally given that
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Based on these theoretical results, a number of these dependencies have been tested
against experimental data collected from the extrusion of F2 glass in a stainless steel die and NCS
glass in both nickel-base alloy die and a graphite die. The data collected from F2 glass extrusion
showed a linear dependency of the pressure on the channel length 6 as well as the on 1B A . The
7
estimation of the linear dependency was well predicted by the no-slip formula in both cases; it
6
was noted also that this assumption was limited to B7 > 0.6. Nevertheless, in some cases,


equation (II-1) over predicts the linear dependency and had to be adjusted to account for
slippage (E: the friction factor) to match the data:
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Unfortunately, preforms like the one presented in the study by Belwalkar et al [27],
referred to as “wagon wheel preforms,” rely more on empirical data. These studies provided
information about several aspects of and the difficulties related to preform extrusion; they also
raise the need for numerical study of the extrusion process in the super cooled liquid domain.
Given that several linear relationships have been experimentally verified, the choice for future
numerical simulations should include material properties that respect these linear relations
between the extrusion parameters.

Unfortunately, though several advances have been made on glass optical fiber extrusion,
few numerical studies have been carried out for glass to further understand the extrusion
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procedure. The extrusion literature is mostly dominated by polymer rheology [32, 33]. In fact, in
addition to the study by Eagle-Hess et al [30] mentioned earlier, one of the rare numerical glass
extrusion studies was conducted in 1996 by Mayer et al [28] to simulate a quasi-static extrusion
of a non-circular glass preform. The study reiterated the same assumptions used by Y. Yue et al
[31] while the viscosity below viscosity associated with the super cooled liquid domain.

Given higher viscosity of modern glass optic fiber, the issue of slip between the glass and
die becomes important. This is considered in the next section.

II.2.

SLIPPAGE IN EXTRUSION AND GLASS EXPERIMENTAL LITERATURE

II.2.1. SLIP AT THE MOLD/GLASS INTERFACE
Typically in the glass processing literature interface slip is not considered since most glass
forming processes are carried out at high temperature where a no-slip assumption is justified or
its presence is not needed for the required precision. However, with more computational
modeling at higher viscosity, slip should be considered.

The presence of slip during glass extrusion was noted early in the glass extrusion
literature. In 1971, in a pure experimental study, Roeder noted that extrusion of Alkali lime silica
glass obeys a number of linear empirical equations that link geometrical and input parameters
[29]. These relations hold well for metallic dies with a length to diameter ratio large enough to
dominate the extremity effects. According to the author, these conditions suggest the presence
of a Poiseuille flow like regime. However, the data collected using a graphite die suggest an
adjustment of these formulas with a nonlinear exponent. The use of graphite die was followed by
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a drop in the extrusion pressure and a reduction of the die-swell which, according to the author,
was due to the presence of slip. The presence of slip was later investigated by Egel-Hess and
Roeder [30] in 1989. In consideration of their experimental data, the authors noted that friction
behavior has a considerable impact on die-swell. It was noted that this behavior depends mostly
on the die material composition and not the glass type. The proposed interpretation was based
on a stick slip transition of the Coulomb friction law, which also served to explain the variation of
the ram force during the extrusion and a few instabilities of the extruded profile (in a more recent
study, the interpretation of stick slip behavior was explained using a dynamic friction model [34]).
To illustrate these interpretations, the authors conducted a numerical study in which the slip
velocity was imposed at the tip of the channel exit. The numerical results were able to illustrate
the impact of friction on the die-swell.

An example of glass slip investigation is given by [17], where the Coulomb friction
coefficient was determined experimentally based on loss of energy of glass gobs passing though
funnel shaped metals. The lens molding literature has explored this subject as well, and though
there are a number of studies that assume no-slip at the glass/mold interface, some research
papers have explored the possibility of Coulomb friction at molding viscosity such as the work
done by Ananthasayanam et al on lens molding [4].

Slip has been also considered in a study by Ebendorff-Heidepriem et al [26], where a
simple theoretical interpretation of data was used to interpret experimental data. The authors
had to adjust the theoretical model by introducing a slip coefficient to match the experimental
data. The adjusted model delivered a wider match to the experimental data set. Unfortunately,
the data collected from the NCS glass extrusion using a graphite die does not follow the former
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equation. The explanation given by the author for this phenomenon is the dependence of the
friction factor E on the geometry.

In an attempt to study slipping velocity, Hee Eon Park et al [35] considers the effect of all
die compartments and was able to measure slip velocity using Couette flow and capillarity flow.

II.2.2. INTERFACE SLIP IN EXTRUSION LITERATURE
The rheology literature, and especially the polymer literature, has examined slip
phenomena in several experimental and theoretical studies. As it will we detailed later in this
section, experimental studies, usually, serve to test empirical and theoretical models as well as
reporting experimental observations that might fall outside the scope of current models. Most of
the experimental studies are performed on the macroscopic scale. Theoretical models, however,
use assumptions based on micro molecular interactions to explain and model experimental
observations at the macro scale. Thus, modeling the slip phenomena at the microscopic level is a
challenging task. In the eighties in a series of three papers, deGennes [36], [37] and [38] has
proposed a theoretical model for slip. And though the model is limited to a specific micromolecular configuration of the grafted chain at the surface, this study is widely cited in several
experimental studies and sometimes it failed to model slip when applied to cases not suited to
the original assumptions.

In 2000, in an attempt to propose a general model of polymer slip, Joshi et al [42] have
proposed another theoretical model that was tested against a larger set of experimental
observations. Theoretical models are based on several micro molecular mechanisms. Several of
them have been evoked by Joshi et al [39] in an effort to establish their general micro-molecular
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model. According to Joshi et al. [39], long molecular chain materials tend to react differently with
a neighboring foreign material dependent on their molecular composition. At the boundary,
several different types of molecular interactions have been proposed, the most common being:

•

Desorption from the wall and chain disentanglement at the wall[40-42]

•

Migration of macromolecules away from the wall under a stress gradient[43-45]

Generally, desorption and disentanglement are most likely to happen and more
supported by the literature. According to the two first mechanisms, the flow region could be
divided into two separate domains:

•

The first domain is composed of a layer close to the wall where chain adsorption and
desorption takes place

•

The second domain is the main bulk flow domain that is located on top of this layer; chain
disentanglement and entanglement take place at the contact region between this
domain and the first layer.

Based on micromechanics, models were built to explain numerous complex slip
phenomena. However for the sake of simplicity and numerical efficiency, models based on macro
observations provide more workable implementation while being compatible with particular
cases of the micro models and experimental observations.

As far as extrusion is concerned, the polymer literature has explored the phenomenon
thoroughly, mainly because unlike most regular Newtonian fluids, polymer melts slip over solid
surfaces. Often when performing experiments to quantify material behavior, unusually large
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displacement and/or low force can be explained by interface slip. The early study performed by
Mooney [46] constitutes a major reference in this area. In this study the author theoretically
established the basic equations and methods to detect and measure slip for several experimental
conditions. A review of the current state of the art has been done by Hatzikiriakos [47]. According
to Hatzikiriakos one of the most used friction models in the polymer literature is the Navier law
[48], which is defined by
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(IIII-5)

where LM is the slip velocity, TUV is the shear rate at the wall,  is the viscosity of the melt
and Y is the friction coefficient. There are different interpretations of the physical meaning of the
parameterN, one is given in Figure II-1 where N is the extra length needed for a Couette flow to
reach no-slip; N and Y could also be interpreted as penalty coefficients. This suggests a viscosity
dependence of the friction coefficient Y. As will be discussed later this relation has been
experimentally verified for several cases. Other studies have suggested a more general relation
known as the Navier generalized law where the linear relation between the shear and the slip is
maintained on the logarithmic scale [49-51].
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Figure II-1.. Slip in a Couette flow according to the Navier law.

The review [47] cites a number of experimental methods for macroscopic detection and
measurement of slip. One way to detect slip is the quantification of the dependence of the
measured apparent mechanical properties of the material on the geometry of the measurement
apparatus. The theoretical basis of these indirect measurement methods has been established in
a paper by Mooney [36]. This work has been exploited in several papers to measure and quantify
the slip velocity using various experimental setups [35,49, 52]:

Experimental setups like Couette flow are often used to measure the mechanical
properties of fluids. The mathematical foundation governing the experimental setup is involves
simple mathematics and can easily be applied to nonlinear viscosity. An adjustment of its
mathematical foundation for slip does not increase the complexity of the mathematics but
increases the number of required measurements. Assuming that the slip velocity LM is a function
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of the wall shear stress and the slip is identical on the upper and lower plate, the real shear rate TU
is linked to the nominal (measured) shear rate TUZ by [35]:
TU = TUZ −

'P[
\

(IIII-6)

This implicates a linear dependency of the apparent measured viscosity on 1⁄h [35, 46].
Such observations have been reported by Hatzikiriakos and Dealy [53] in their effort to study the
slip of a high density polyethylene on a coated and uncoated steel plate in the absence of a
pressure gradient. The slip velocity can then be calculated by plotting γU ` as a function of 1⁄h for
constant shear stress in plots that are referred to as the Mooney plot [49, 46]. Using a set of
these plots for several shear stresses, the slip velocity can be defined as a function of the shear
stress. Hatzikiriakos and Dealy [53] reported that a minimum shear stress of 0.09MPa was
required for polymer to slip. Using a similar setup, Park et al [35] were able to establish slip-shear
stress curves for a wide range of shear rate. According to the latter study, the use of Couette flow
allows slip measurement at shear rates where capillary flow is unstable. However, the test
requires special attention, since the use of relatively tall samples could introduce undesirable
effects in the final results. For this reason the authors preferred to reduce the number of Couette
flow measurements by acquiring the material properties from a different experimental method.

An expansion of Mooney’s work [54] was performed by Yoshimura and Prud’Homme [55]
where they have described and validated a similar method to extract the slip velocity and thus
correct the viscosity measurements using a coaxial Couette flow. The advantage of their
experimental setup is its simplicity and the reduction of boundary effects. The authors were able
to reduce the required experimental measurements by imposing constraints on torques and the
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inner and outer radii [55]. For the material sample used in their study the slip data reached
1.8cm/s for a maximum shear stress of 250dyne/cm2 and a viscosity as low as 100 poise; the slip
velocity also seems to be linearly dependent on the shear stress.

Similar to Couette flow, the parallel disk viscometer can be used to measure slip velocity.
Though the flow is more complicated, both experiments use apparent shear rate dependency on
the height of the sample. However, relating the slip data at the outer radius to the shear rate is
less obvious than the previous cases. This procedure is well detailed in the studies by Yoshimura
and Prud’Homme [55] and Mooney [46]. The results obtained [55] were comparable to those
obtained earlier using Couette flow. Another study by Henson and Mackay [52] showed that
monodisperse polystyrene melts slip at all levels of shear stress for a solid stainless steel metal
substrate, which is consistent with the slip theory of deGennes [36], [37] and [38].The authors
used the Navier law to quantify the slip behavior. In a separate study Awati et al. [56] have
shown that the slip velocity of PS melts increases linearly with shear stress at very small values of
shear stress. The Presence of critical shear for the slip to occur was also debated. Its existence
was sometimes reported [53] as well as denied [52]. It was also reported that the pressure has a
limited influence on the slip behavior [35].

Though measurement using capillary flow could be adversely affected by several factors
and thus requires extreme attention [35], this technique is prevalent in the literature. In an
attempt to study slipping velocity, Hee Eon Park et al [35] considers the effect of all die
compartments and was able to measure slip velocity using Couette flow and capillarity flow.
Indirect measurements of slip involve using a no-slip flow configuration as a reference flow [57].
Other measurement techniques for this flow configuration involve measuring the electrostatic
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field generated by slip [58]. Extreme slip cases have been reported where major manifestation of
slip could be detected through the change of flow regime toward plug flow and the observation
of variations of die-swell (and melt fracture in the unstable zone [54]).

In general experimental study focuses on the effect of polydispersity and molecular
weight on the slip behavior, especially at high shear rate. For example, in the case of capillary
flow, the slip shear rate curve plotted as a function of wall slip in the logarithmic scale consists of
two separate linear portions. Depending on the polydispersity and molecular weight of the
polymer, the linear portion of the curve can be either disconnected or connected. A discontinuity
usually signals the presence of an unstable region where the slip velocity oscillates between the
two linear portions, indicating the presence of two equilibrium states on the curve [47, 35].
Some other studies [49] reported a shear rate-slip curve divided into several regions, most of
them are linear on the logarithmic scale.

The previously presented slip measurement methods are based on experimental setups
where slip is measured indirectly by extrapolating the variation of a measured entity of a factor
related to slip. Thus they are classified as indirect measurement methods. These are relatively
simple to implement and do not require advanced equipment. As is discussed below, it is also
possible to make direct measurements of slip by monitoring the movement of particles in the
contact region.

Direct measurements were also carried using similar experimental setups as for the
indirect approaches. These measurements, which are sometimes limited in scale, are more
precise. An example of such a study was made by Mhetar VR and Archer in three separate papers
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[49-51]. These authors used tracer particles as well as nanosized fluorescent tracer particles to
measure the displacement of polymers’ molecular chains at the substrate contact region. Both
procedures led to similar conclusions and confirmed the presence of slip at the microscopic level.

To conclude, polymer slip has been widely reported and measured in the literature, and
though glass slipping was not as well investigated, a number of papers confirm its presence. The
Navier law is referenced in the literature as the slip velocity is always reported as a function of
shear stress.
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